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a collection of arthamulla's writings and proverbs, thirunavukaraga samhita (the
book of eternal glory) was published in 2006. it includes his anthology of poems,
thirunavukaraga kanthaigal (the garland of poems) (1997), his autobiography,
uttama arasan neeragindha (the autobiography of the land of the immortals)

(2000), his memoirs, aiyasamayana samiksha (the spiritual journey) (2002), and his
letters, koothu varai koottam (the deceitful journey) (2003). the writer who is well
known for his poems and his poems, who is a legend. his book of poems is called

the "arthamulla" which is a real poetry. let us talk about the author of this book. he
is a brilliant writer. he is very popular for his diction and the style of his poetry. he is

a brilliant poet. he is the greatest poet in the telugu language. he is also very
popular in tamil nadu. he is also one of the best writers in his own country. there are

many other writers and poets who follow him. his books include "thaai" "satchi"
"mahajanapadam" etc. you can read his entire collection of poems by simply

clicking the download link below. you can even download a few poems of his just for
your entertainment. download pdf of the following poems and enjoy reading them:
arthamulla hindu matham is a masterpiece novel by one of the greatest poets and
writers kannadasan. are you curious about the reality of life then you should read
this book. because this book shows insight into life. undoubtedly it was a great job

from kannadasan. if you are eager to read this book, collect the free pdf copy in the
below download link.
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